This paper presents a simple analog-to-digital converter with a trapping window. As a constant input is applied, the window extracts an available length of the binary output sequence automatically. As main theoretical results, we clarify a parameter condition for the approximation using all the fractions of given precision and give an analytical formulation of the average error of the approximation.
INTRODUCTION
The analog-to-digital converters (ab. ADCs) are indispensable tools in various signal processing systems including biosensors. The first order sigma-delta modulator (ab. SDM) is known as a simple and fundamental ADC [I] and is developed into various ADCs This paper presents a fundamental ADC with a trapping window (ab. WADC) and analyzes the performance. The WADC is constructed by adding a trapping window to the SDM in principle and the dynamics is described by a simple first order nonlinear difference equation. As a constant input is applied to the WADC, the window extracts an available length of the binary output sequence automatically and the input can be approximated by a fraction with variable denominator. Since the SDM approximates the constant input by a fraction with fixed denominator. the WADC can realize much smaller quantization error than that of the SDM. As main theoretical results, we clarify a parameter condition for the approximation using all the fractions of given precision and give an analytical formulation of the average error of the approximation. It should be noted that these are basic theoretical results and further consideration is needed in order to develop a practical ADC. However, our results will provide useful information for encoding and decoding [8] principles in the further efficient ADCs. Preliminary results of this paper can be found in [71 [91. 1+- Fig. 1 (a) shows the analog-to-digital convexter with a trapping window (ab. WADC). In the block diagram, U E (0, 1) is a constant analog input, zn E R is the state at discrete time n, yn E {O, 1) is the digital output and Q is the I-bit quantizer. Except for the window W, the dynamics of the WADC is described by zn+l = f(z,) F z , -Q(q,) + U for0 5 n < 1 < w where 1 is a finite integer that gives the upper limit of the output sequence length. We regard f as a mapping from I, [U -1, U ) onto itself. The trapping window W extracts the trapping time p:
Note that the trapping window is not be applied at n = 0. Fig. 1 (b) illustrates the dynamics on the mapping. After the trapping time p, the output yn (n > p) is to be unavailable and the approximation Q is given using the available output sequence {yo:. . . , yP-]} with lengthp such that
If the state z , is not trapped into the window by time 1, the update is terminated at time 1 andp = 1 is used in Equation (3). If 0 = 0 and the window does not exists, this system operates as the first order sigma-delta modulator (ab. SDM) [ 11. Basically the SDM converts a constant input U into a binary sequence {yo,. . . , yl-1) of length 1 and approximates the U by the fraction with denominator 1: i i = f Cf;=6 y,,.
As shown in the next section, the WADC can approximate U by a fraction with denominator 1 or less and can realize much better resolution than the SDM. In general ADCs, an input signal is sampled and updated periodically: the input is time-variant. However, for simplicity, we focus on the case of the constant inputs with the following condition.
14)
We then evaluate the approximation characteristics using the magnitude error 6, and the average error Et. Fig. 2 (a) shows the basic characteristics of the WADC. In order to compare with this, we define the 1-approximation.
where k = 1 -1 -1. The average error is given by Fig. 2(b) shows characteristics of this 1-approximation with 1 = 8. This is the minimum error by the SDM. Fig. 2 (a) and (b) suggest that the WADC can provide much better resolution than the SDM.
ANALYSIS OF THE WADC
Here we show relation between WADC and rotation [6] and introduce the concept of the Farey series [IO] . After these preparations, we present the main results.
Using the homeomorphism z = h(x) = z -(U -l), 
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FS(1). 5 , E W is satisfied if
Proof: For convenience we use Equation (8) and show z, E W, which is equivalent to z , E W . First we have
We regard g"(z0) as a function of U. We also regard both ends of the window as functions of U: Except for the window W,, the dynamics is the same as the WADC. We refer to this case as TWADC. Fig. 2 (d) and (e) show the basic characteristics. The time-variant window may be useful to suppress error variation.
CONCLUSIONS
A simple analog-to-digital converter with a trapping window (WADC) has considered. We have presented theoretical results for the system performance. The results suggest that, as the parameters are selected suitably, the WADC can provide higher resolution and lower error variation than the. SDM. Future problems include application to time-variant inputs, design of practical implementation circuit, and specify suitable applications.
